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Decimated Filterbank Precoding Technique
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Abstract—Transmitter and receiver filter design plays a key
role in communication systems with partial response channels.
For a partial response system, a nonmaximally decimated mul-
tirate filter bank can be used as a precoder. Based on MMSE
criterion, a closed-form solution to the joint transmitter-receiver
optimization problem for noisy partial response channels is pre-
sented in this paper. It is found that the redundancy introduced
by the nonmaximally decimated filter bank precoder can com-
pensate for spectral nulls in partial response channels that can
impair several known joint optimization methods. Simulation
results corroborate the analysis that joint transmitter-receiver
optimization can achieve significant performance improvement
over inverse filter receiver and receiver optimization schemes.

Index Terms—Filter bank, joint transmitter-receiver optimiza-
tion, partial response channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARTIAL response signaling has often been used to im-
prove bandwidth efficiency of communication systems

and to increase the storage density in magnetic recoding
systems. By introducing a controlled amount of intersymbol
interference (ISI) at the sampling instants, a symbol rate equal
to the Nyquist rate can be achieved. The known ISI is then
taken into account at the receiver to recover the original data.
The block diagram of the transmitter and receiver for partial
response signals is shown in Fig. 1. In the block diagram,

represents the channel transfer function, whereas

transmitter filter;
matched filter of ;
input data;
precoder output;
matched filter output with additive noise.

Partial response channels often have spectral nulls and are
noninvertible. When the channel is not invertible, transmis-
sion without precoding will lose information at frequencies
where the channel has nulls. Precoding is simply a way to
reshape transmission spectrum such that no signal power is
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver for noisy partial
response channels.

transmitted at channel null frequencies. In [7], Xia proposed
a new precoding technique for ISI cancellation. By using a
nonmaximally decimated multirate filter bank as the precoder,
the original single-input–single-output (SISO) system in Fig. 1
can be viewed as a multi-input–multi-output (MIMO) system
with perfect reconstruction if there is no other noise but ISI.
Compared with the conventional precoding technique such as
Tomlinson–Harashima (TH) precoding [13], [14], this linear
method can tolerate the spectral-null characteristics of the
channel in exchange of a reduced data rate. However, channel
noise always exists in practical systems, and error-free perfect-
reconstruction becomes generally impossible. A reasonable
option is to optimize the transmitter and receiver jointly for
an individual noisy channel.

Our approach is to design the optimum nonmaximally deci-
mated filter bank precoder (transmitter) and the corresponding
decoder (receiver) such that the MSE between the input signal
and the output signal is minimized. The power-constrained
joint optimization of transmitter and receiver in sampled SISO
system was studied by Berger and Tufts [1] and Ericson [2].
Their main observations are as follows.

• A jointly optimized system is bandlimited to a frequency
set with total measure of at most (not necessar-
ily within the first Nyquist zone ) of
which no two points coincide under translation by
for any , where is the symbol period.

• For every , the optimal transmitter has support only
at the related , where the channel signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is maximized.

• When such a is nonunique, any one (but only one)
can be chosen.

In 1985, Salz and Amitay [3], [4] extended the above
result to MIMO systems in which the channel is bandlimited
to only the first Nyquist zone , and both
the number of channel inputs and the number of channels
equal to , where is some positive integer. However,
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for some systems, joint transmitter-receiver optimization can-
not be achieved within the first Nyquist zone [1], [2]. In
fact, when the channel matrix is singular for some

, closed-form solutions do not exist for
the joint optimization problem. Nevertheless, an important
contribution of [3] and [4] was that the optimization problem
of a coordinated MIMO system can be reduced to that of an
equivalent decoupled system consisting of parallel subchan-
nels.

In 1993, Yang and Roy [5] extended the result of [3]
and [4] to MIMO systems with arbitrary bandwidth and
unequal numbers of inputs and outputs. They pointed out
that transmitter optimization is crucial in systems that are
interference limited. However, a closed-form solution was not
given. As a result, the power constraint may not be satisfied
strictly for some MIMO systems.

In this paper, the system of nonmaximally decimated fil-
ter bank precoding and channel blocking is first converted
into a coordinated MIMO system. A closed-form solution
is presented for the joint transmitter-receiver optimization in
noisy partial response channels under the average transmission
power constraint. A significant performance improvement can
be achieved by the jointly optimized system compared with
inverse filtering and receiver optimization. Another important
feature is that unlike in the standard MIMO systems, the
redundancy introduced by the nonmaximally decimated filter
bank can overcome optimization difficulties encountered in
channels with spectral nulls.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a
brief review of multirate systems. In Section III, the problem
formulation of receiver/transmitter optimization for multirate
precoder is first presented, and the optimum filters are de-
rived along with the closed-form minimum mean square error
(MSE). Numerical results are presented in Section IV, and we
conclude in Section V.

II. PRECODING VIA MULTIRATE FILTER BANKS

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of a multirate filter bank
precoder for a partial response channel. The symbol
denotes a -fold decimator that retains the samples at time
instants equal to multiples of The symbol denotes
an -fold interpolator that interpolates zeros between
the input sequence. denotes the discrete partial response
channel. When is called amaximally
decimated multirate filter bank. Similarly for , it is
called anonmaximally decimated multirate filter bank.

Denote

with output signal

(1)

The operation in (1) is linear but not time invariant. Using the
polyphase componentsof and , a slight modification

Fig. 2. Nonmaximally decimated multirate filter bank precoder with partial
response channel.

Fig. 3. Blocking and unblocking.

of the above representation can transform the system in Fig. 2
into a linear time-invariant filtering operation

(2)

where and are the th forward polyphase com-
ponents of and , respectively, defined as

(3)

(4)

Decimation decomposes the original signal into sub-sequences
for processing. The reconstruction should be possible through
interpolation

is a multiple of

otherwise.

For further analysis, it is convenient to use matrix represen-
tations. To begin, we introduce the definition of blocking and
unblocking. In Fig. 3, the vector

...

is called the blocked version of The inverse procedure
is called unblocking.

For partial response channel , we

define

(5)

as its th forward polyphase components with channels.
We then have the pseudo-circulant matrix at the bottom of the
next page. This pseudo-circulant matrix is called the
equivalent blocked version of
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the transmitter and the receiver for partial response
channels with noise.

Meanwhile, for and , we can
define a scalar transfer function

(6)

as the th forward polyphase components of theth filter
Using as the th element of an
transfer function matrix filter ,

the system in Fig. 1 can be converted to an equivalent MIMO
system shown in Fig. 4.

When the channel is noiseless with ISI, it has been proved
[7] that there exist multirate filter banks with channels
and decimated by such that

has an FIR pseudo-inverse receiver filter if and only
if the zeros of satisfies certain conditions [7]. Conse-
quently, the channel input data can be perfectly reconstructed.
In fact, it is shown [7] that by choosing

(7)

as the precoder, the FIR pseudo-inverse of exists.

III. M ULTIRATE FILTERBANK

PRECODER FORNOISY CHANNELS

A. MMSE Design Under Power Constraint

In practical systems, noise always exists, as shown in
Fig. 4, and perfect construction is generally impossible using
only linear receivers. To optimize the receiver filter, we would
like to design optimal filters of and such that the
MSE between the input signal and the output signal

is minimized. Equivalently, we can minimize the MSE
between

...
and

...

For the MIMO system model, MSE is defined as

MSE (8)

As is common in practice, the input signal sequence is assumed
to be an i.i.d. white random process, and the noise is an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) independent of the
signal with zero mean and variance More specifically, we
assume and

Denote the MIMO transmitter, channel, and the receiver
filter transfer functions by and respectively.
Correspondingly, and represent the respective
impulse responses. For convenience, let represent the
matrix impulse sequence of the combined system

We take the approach of minimizing the MSE with respect
to and subject to an finite averaged power constraint.
Based on Parseval’s theorem, the total average transmission
power in Fig. 4 should be

Tr

Tr

We choose a constant power constraint , where is the
block size or the decimation factor. In other words, we will
search for the optimal that satisfies

Tr (9)

Obviously, the multirate transmitter filter (7) proposed in [7]
trivially satisfies this constraint.

B. Receiver Optimization

From the system block diagram, the receiver output vector
can be written as

where

...
...

...
...

...
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Hence, the mean square error for minimization is

MSE

Setting derivatives of MSE with respect to for all
to zero yields

where representsKronecker product. Straightforward sim-
plification leads to

Taking the -transform on both sides generates a closed form
for the Wiener filter transfer function

(10)

Having obtained the optimum receiving filter for a fixed
, the minimum MSE can be found via the principle of

orthogonality

MSE

Tr

where Tr is the trace operator. Since

it is clear from Parseval’s theorem that

MSE Tr

Tr

Tr

(11)

From (10), Thus

MSE Tr

(12)

Next, we discuss how to optimize the transmitter.

C. Transmitter Optimization

To jointly optimize the transmitter and receiver filter, we
continue to minimize MSEwith respect to the transmitter
under the average power constraint.

First, from the Cayley–Hamilton theorem

Tr Tr (13)

for square matrices and Consequently

Tr

Tr (14)

Since is Hermitian and non-negative definite
for each value of , there always exists a unitary matrix
such that

(15)

where is an diagonal matrix that contains the
eigenvalues of Substituting (15) into (14) and
reapplying (13), we get

Tr

Tr

Tr (16)

Using Lagrange multipliers, the constrained minimization
of MSE is equivalent to minimizing

Tr

Tr (17)

where is the Lagrange multiplier needs to be
determined from the power constraint. Letting

, we have

Tr

Tr (18)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Comparison of MSE under different SNR levels for the ideal and nonideal channels (with timing jitter and/or multipath fading) whenN = 2; K = 1:

In other words, the object is to

Tr

subject to Tr (19)

The above minimization can be hard if not for the celebrated
result of Witsenharusen [3], [10], which is restated here as a
proposition.

Proposition: Let be an non-negative definite
Hermitian matrix. Let be the diagonal matrix obtained
from by setting all off-diagonal elements to zero. Then,

satisfies the same power constraint

Tr Tr

and for an real and non-negative diagonal matrix

Tr Tr

(20)
This proposition shows that the optimum matrixthat min-

imizes the MSE cost function can be diagonal, which simplifies
the optimization to minimization of (19) over diagonal matrix

Now, let

diag

From the original definition, we can see that is directly
related to with the same rank rank This implies
that for each , only of are nonzero.

Equivalently, the optimization is to choose the bestchan-
nels from all the channels so that the MSE is minimized.
The basic idea is to choose the channels that have higher
channel SNR. When the noise is white Gaussian, for each

, the approach is just to choose the largest (possibly
nonunique) ones from the set . We denote them
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as Considering (18), when the
th channel is chosen, we also choose to be

nonzero. Once the elements are chosen, we
have

(21)
and the power constraint

(22)

Standard variation analysis can be used to solve this con-
strained minimization problem

(23)

where can be determined from the power constraint
(22). Having obtained , any that satisfies

can be selected. Finally, for each ,
the optimum transmitter can be determined from

where is an arbitrary unitary matrix. Therefore, there
are an infinite number of that can yield the minimum
MSE while satisfying the same power constraint. Regardless,
the jointly minimum MSE per unit variance is given by

MSE (24)

Remarks:

1) It should be emphasized that the above optimization
solution is possible only if

for
(25)

This condition ensures the existence of the closed-
form solution. When (25) is not satisfied, the Lagrange
multiplier cannot be calculated accurately, and hence,
no closed-form solution is possible.

2) For the special case of , direct optimization
without the nonmaximally decimated filter bank pre-
coder can be implemented if (25) holds. This requires
that the channel be invertible. The reason for our choice
of the nonmaximally decimated filter banks as precoders
is to deal with noninvertible partial response channels.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate
the performance of jointly optimized systems. The example
is the most popular partial response channel—the duobinary
channel We assume the transmitter input
signal is a binary 1 i.i.d. random sequence. The noise is
assumed to be additive White Gaussian with zero mean.

We compare the performance of the jointly optimal trans-
mitter–receiver system with the performance of receiver filter
optimized for the fixed transmission filter (7). The latter is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of BER under different SNR levels for the ideal
and nonideal channels (with timing jitter and/or multipath fading) when
N = 2;K = 1:

called the “receiver optimization system” and is chosen as
the benchmark for comparison. MSE and bit-error-rate (BER)
values under different SNR levels are evaluated through 100
Monte Carlo runs, each with 20 000 bits.

To study the sensitivity of the jointly optimized system
with respect to timing uncertainty, timing jitter is assumed
to be uniformly distributed over , where is
chosen to be 8, 16, 32, or 64. Moreover, the multipath effect
is also investigated by considering both the (ideal) single-path
channel and a three-ray multipath channel

in which and are zero mean Gaussian
random processes of unit variance. The actual system impulse
response is

where sinc sinc
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison of MSE and BER under different SNR levels for the
ideal and the nonideal channels (with timing jitter and/or multipath fading)
whenN = 5; K = 4:

We use the following notations of MSE and BER in the
figures:

1) MSEinv, BERinv—inverse filter system, i.e., ideal chan-
nel (without timing jitter) with and is the
inverse filter;

2) MSEre, BERre—receiver optimization only system, i.e.,
ideal channel with and is the optimum
receiver with respect to ;

3) MSEop, BERop—jointly optimized system with ideal
channel, i.e., ideal channel with optimum transmitter
and receiver ;

4) MSEop3, BERop3—jointly optimized system with
three-ray path channel and no timing jitter;

5) MSEopjit1(n), BERopjit1(n)—jointly optimized system
with single-path channel and timing jitter uniformly
distributed over ;

6) MSEopjit3(n), BERopjit3(n)—jointly optimized system
with three-path channel and timing jitter uniformly dis-
tributed over ;

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of normalized MSE for the ideal channel when
N = 1;K = 1. (b) Actual power needed by the optimized systems for
the ideal channel whenN = K = 1:

7) BERcov—conventional duobinary signaling with ideal
channel.

We first consider the case of (a rate
1/2 precoding). From Figs. 5 and 6, it can be seen that
the joint optimized system achieves significant performance
improvement over the optimum receiver and inverse filtering
systems. For the single path channel, the resulting MSE is quite
sensitive to the effect of timing jitter when SNR is high. The
reason is that timing jitter is the only nonideality and source
of error. For the multipath channels, on the other hand, jitter
level becomes less important since the multipath channel itself
has already introduced severe ISI to cause performance loss.

Although does provide satisfactory results,
a rate 1/2 precoding may not be practical. Next, the more
practical case of (rate 4/5) with less redundancy
is studied. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the performance
of the jointly optimized system at rate 4/5 is comparable to
that of rate 1/2.

Last, we present the simulation of the jointly optimized
system without any precoding redundancy, i.e., when the
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nonmaximally decimated filterbank is not used. Because the
needed condition (25) is not satisfied, no closed-form solution
of the Lagrange multiplier exists for our channel that
has null frequencies. An alternative approach is to assign
the transmitter filter with zero magnitude at the channel
null frequencies and, as in [5], assign a fixed value to
From Fig. 8(a), we can see that when , the
“optimal” MSE remains constant for different SNR levels. The
drawbacks are clear from Fig. 8(b) in that 1) when the SNR
level is low, the system needs larger transmitting power; and
2) when the SNR level is high, the MSE performance remains
constant since the “optimized” system fails to use the power
efficiently. Both drawbacks are direct consequences of using
a fixed for different SNR values.

On the other hand, by applying the nonmaximally decimated
multirate filter banks as the precoder, our joint optimization
method ensures the power efficiency of the transmission
system. The power constraint is strictly satisfied, whereas the
power is utilized to its most for best results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, joint transmitter and receiver optimization
under finite power constraint is designed for the nonmaximally
decimated filterbank precoder in noisy partial response chan-
nels. A closed-form solution to the optimum nonmaximally
decimated filterbank precoder and the corresponding optimum
receiver filter is presented for given partial response channels.
It is found that the redundancy introduced by the nonmaxi-
mally decimated filter bank precoder to the input signal can
compensate for the spectral nulls of partial response channel.
Simulation results also show that joint transmitter–receiver
optimization can achieve significant performance improvement
over inverse filtering systems and over systems that rely only
on receiver optimization.
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